
INVESTMENT MANAGER COMMENTARY4

Commodities were up in January, as the BCOM TR Index increased by 5.45%. The main positive 
contributors to the BCOM’s performance were WTI, Brent and Copper, while the only two nega-
tive contributors were Lean Hogs and Natural Gas. Elsewhere, equities recovered, as the SPX 
TR increased by 8.01%. Bonds did well in this environment too and the ML Bond Index ended 
the month up by 1.02%. 

For Crude Oil it was the first positive month after the violent sell-off in the last quarter of 2018, 
as Brent and WTI prices increased by 15.0% and 18.5%, respectively. While this recovery of 
prices was certainly partially driven by the very short positioning of the market and the inevi-
table subsequent short-covering and initiation of new longs, some of the positive performance 
was definitely also driven by improving fundamentals. The OPEC output cut finally seems to 
have an impact, as OPEC exports dropped by ~1.5mio barrel in January, to the lowest level in 
5 years, following lower Saudi production and losses in Iraq. Additionally, the political crisis in 
Venezuela is also having a major impact on the global Crude Oil market, as US sanctions pre-
vent the country from importing US Naphtha, which it needs to dilute its very heavy crude oil. 
Lastly, progress during the US-China trade talks helps to lift expectations of future GDP growth 
and consequently also of Crude Oil demand growth. US inventories changed little in January, 
increasing only 1% (Cushing inventories fell by 18%).  

Agricultural Product prices also increased in January (BCOMAG TR 3.0%), as both the Grains 

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE

The investment objective of the fund is to provide investors with a return linked to the 
performance of the Merrill Lynch Commodity index eXtra 03, net of fees.
The MLCX03 Total Return Index ("MLCX03 Index") was designed by BofA ML Commodity 
Research as a broad - based, UCITS IV compliant commodity index which focuses on major 
global commodities such as crude oil, base and precious metals, grains and oilseeds and 
uses enhanced index construction rules to maximise the potential to outperform comparable 
commodity indices.
The MLCX03 Index is a modified version of the Merrill Lynch Commodity Index eXtra (the "MLCX 
Index") designed to meet the requirements set by the UCITS Directives, under UCITS IV rules, 
investing in a commodity futures index is permitted as long as each sector component of the 
index does not exceed 20%, although one sector may represent up to 35% of the index.
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USD B (acc) Strategy: Long Diversified Commodities Total Return Net Asset Value per Share: $67.241 Monthly performance: 5.87%1 Year to Date: 5.87%1
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Fund performance is based on official daily valuations. 

Source: CM Investment Solutions Limited

1 The performance figures contained herein are net of fees. The returns shown are based on share class USD B (Acc) and therefore such historical information does not represent actual returns that an investor in share classes other than USD B (Acc) may receive but is for information purposes 
to illustrate the performance of the Merrill Lynch MLCX Commodity Enhanced Beta Fund (the “Fund”) and should be interpreted accordingly. Past performance of this fund or or of other funds managed by Merrill Lynch is not an indication of future performance or actual realised returns on an 
investment in the Fund (which may be affected by a number of factors including, but not limited to, applicable fees and the timing of subscriptions and redemptions in the Fund).  

2 Please note that in accordance with the updated prospectus dated October 2010 and with effective NAV date October 6th, MLCX Commodity Enhanced Beta Fund (formely known as Merrill Lynch Commodity Index Extra Fund) changed fund base currency from EUR to USD and rebased all share 
class NAV's to 100.00.

3 The initial NAV as of the 18th September 2009 was $ 85.64.

4 Commentary is provided by Merrill Lynch International. Neither the past performance of the Fund or of Merrill Lynch strategies in other investment vehicles are indicative of future results of the fund.

Based on unaudited month-end valuations. Source: Bank of America Merrill Lynch

Performance calculated from 18 Sept 2009 when the share class was launched

Fund performance is based on official daily valuations. Source: Bank of America Merrill Lynch

The BCOM Index formerly known as Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index (SM) ("DJUBS Index") is a broadly diversified index that allows investors to track commodity futures through a single, simple measure. The index is composed of commodities traded on U.S. exchanges, with the exception of 
cooper, aluminum, nickel and zinc, which trade on the London Metal Exchange (LME).

Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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FUND DESCRIPTION

The MLCX03 Index is a rule-driven transparent commodity index listed on 
Bloomberg. Commodities are included in the MLCX03 Index on the basis of their 
liquidity. Components are then weighted according to their importance in the 
global economy. The index construction methodology is fully transparent and 
available upon request.
The MLCX03 Index provides a slightly higher exposure than comparable indices 
to downstream commodities such as gasoline or live cattle. Broadly, BofA 
ML Commodity Research found that many downstream commodities tend to 
experience faster spot-price appreciation and/or higher roll yields than the 
upstream commodities over long periods of time.

HISTORICAL MONTHLY RETURNS(1,2)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD

2019 5.87 - - - - - - - - - - - 5.87
2018 1.62 (1.25) (0.04) 3.45 2.44 (3.30) (2.12) (0.79) 1.81 (2.55) (6.44) (4.06) (11.13)
2017 1.64 0.58 (3.10) (1.77) (0.98) (0.39) 3.95 0.08 1.65 3.19 0.12 3.25 8.26
2016 (2.75) 0.71 3.92 8.14 0.33 2.10 (5.46) (0.63) 3.31 0.19 1.83 2.23 14.13
2015 (5.19) 4.85 (5.44) 6.48 (3.28) 1.29 (11.06) (2.81) (1.29) 0.66 (7.08) (4.59) (25.33)
2014 (2.67) 5.23 1.55 1.34 (1.60) 1.37 (3.60) (0.95) (7.39) (0.73) (6.00) (7.29) (19.56)
2013 3.15 (4.01) (1.19) (4.11) (1.05) (3.73) 2.16 2.82 (1.91) (0.19) (1.28) 0.46 (8.84)
*Performance calculated from 18 Sept 2009 when the share class was launched.
Based on unaudited month-end valuations. Source: CM Investment Solutions Limited

(1.9%) and the Softs Sectors (4.9%) showed strength. Due to the government shutdown, there 
were no weekly reports on positioning, inventories and exports, consequently, markets were 
relatively quiet and focused on other price change catalysts. One catalyst that helped specifically 
soybean products to do well, was the progress in the US-China trade talks. China announced a 
commitment to purchase five million tonnes of soybeans in addition to the estimated 5 million 
tonnes of commitments already on the books, while this is far off the 30 million tonnes that 
China usually buys from the US, it certainly signals some progress in the trade talks. 

Lastly, Base Metals across the board were higher too in January (BCOMIN TR 8.0%), as Nickel 
was the best performer, gaining 16.74%. Metals, like all other commodities, improved on the 
back of the improving (less bad than expected) economic outlook. However, Base Metal prices 
are still below the levels seen this time of the year one year ago.  

The MLCX03 TR Index overall gained 5.97% in January, outperforming its benchmark (BCOM TR 
Index) by 0.52%. 

Merrill Lynch Investment Solutions

Merrill Lynch MLCX Commodity Enhanced Beta Fund
Important Notice: As of 30th November 2018, the Bank of America Merrill Lynch Funds Platform has been acquired by Generali Investments Holding S.p.A. The change of 
ownership will not impact the continued operation of the business or the funds. For additional information on the transaction and on the source of this marketing material please 
see the relevant disclaimers, and/or contact your usual sales person or email investfunds@baml.com



1 The performance figures contained herein are net of fees. The returns shown are based on share class USD B (Acc) and therefore such historical information does not represent actual returns that an investor in share classes other than USD B (Acc) may receive but is for information purposes 
to illustrate the performance of the Merrill Lynch MLCX Commodity Enhanced Beta Fund (the “Fund”) and should be interpreted accordingly. Past performance of this fund or or of other funds managed by Merrill Lynch is not an indication of future performance or actual realised returns on an 
investment in the Fund (which may be affected by a number of factors including, but not limited to, applicable fees and the timing of subscriptions and redemptions in the Fund).   

2 Please note that in accordance with the updated prospectus dated October 2010 and with effective NAV date October 6th, MLCX Commodity Enhanced Beta Fund (formely known as Merrill Lynch Commodity Index Extra Fund) changed fund base currency from EUR to USD and rebased all share 
class NAV's to 100.00.

3 Investment in the fund is subject to the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF) Subscription Tax of 0.01% p.a. for Institutional Share Classes and 0.05% p.a. for Retail Share Classes.

The BCOM Index formerly known as Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index (SM) ("DJUBS Index") is a broadly diversified index that allows investors to track commodity futures through a single, simple measure. The index is composed of commodities traded on U.S. exchanges, with the exception of 
cooper, aluminum, nickel and zinc, which trade on the London Metal Exchange (LME).

From Restructuring to Date
Fund MLCX03 Index BCOM Index

Volatility 13.21% 13.37% 13.32%

Correlation _ 96.24 87.77

All statistics are annualized.

Share Class ISIN BBG SEDOL NAV

EUR B (acc) LU1042053139 MLEBB05 BKJ8S99 60.04

USD B (acc) LU1042053212 MLEBB06 BKJ8SB1 67.24

EUR E (acc) LU1042053485 MLEBE08 BKJ8SD3 113.66

GBP B (acc) LU1042053303 MLEBB07 BKJ8SC2 not invested

JPY B (acc) LU1063391475 MLCEB12 BM4NQK0 not invested

CHF B (acc) LU1039625527 MLCEB13 BK0SHT1 not invested

USD E (acc) LU1042053568 MLEBE09 BKJ8SF5 not invested

GBP E (acc) LU1042053642 MLEBE10 BKJ8SG6 not invested

JPY E (acc) LU1063391632 MLCEB14 BM4NQL1 not invested

EUR Z (acc) LU1039626921 MLCEB15 BK0SHP7 not invested

GBP Z (acc) LU1039627069 MLCEB16 BK0SHQ8 not invested

CHF C (acc) LU1039625105 MLCEB11 BK0SH80 not invested

Source: CM Investment Solutions Limited

Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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FUND CHARACTERISTICS3

Base Currency USD

Assets Under Management $28,012,766

Subscription/Redemption Frequency Daily

Subscription/Redemption Notice T-1, 17:00 Luxembourg Time

NAV Publication Daily

Minimum Investment Size €/$/£1,000,000 - ¥100,000,000

Initial Sales Charge None

Management Fee 0.75% p.a.

Fund Expense Fee 0.15% p.a.

Total Expense Ratio 0.91% p.a.

Listing None

Inception Date 18 September 2009

FUND MANAGEMENT

Investment Manager CM Investment Solutions Limited

Fund Promoter Merrill Lynch International

Auditor PriceWaterhouseCoopers S.à r.l

Custodian State Street Bank Luxembourg S.C.A.

Administrator State Street Bank Luxembourg S.C.A.

Net Asset Value per Share: $67.241 Monthly performance: 5.87%1 Year to Date: 5.87%1
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USD B (acc) Strategy: Long Diversified Commodities Total Return 

INDEX COMPOSITION - MLCX03 2019 TARGET WEIGHTS

Energy
Base Metals
Precious Metals
Grains and Oilseeds
Soft Commodities
Livestock

30.3%
17.7%
16.1%
22.9%

7.1%
5.9%

STATISTICS(1,2)

BENCHMARK COMPOSITION - BCOM 2019 TARGET WEIGHTS

Energy
Base Metals
Precious Metals
Grains and Oilseeds
Soft Commodities
Livestock

30.3%
17.7%
16.1%
22.9%

7.1%
5.9%

SHARE CLASS VALUATION1

Merrill Lynch Investment Solutions

Merrill Lynch MLCX Commodity Enhanced Beta Fund

UCITS Luxembourg Fund

Source: CM Investment Solutions Limited

Source: CM Investment Solutions LimitedSource: CM Investment Solutions Limited



Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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Merrill Lynch Investment Solutions

Merrill Lynch MLCX Commodity Enhanced Beta Fund

UCITS Luxembourg Fund

As a result of a transaction involving the sale of CM Investment Solutions Limited 
(“CMISL”) between Bank of America Corporation and its affiliates (collectively, “Bank of 
America”) and the Generali group (“Generali”), CMISL is now part of Generali and is no 
longer part of Bank of America.

Any continued use in this communication or any related documentation of the name or 
logo of Bank of America Corporation, or any of its affiliates or its trade names such as 
Bank of America Merrill Lynch, is temporary and for administrative purposes only and 
does not in any way imply that that this communication or its contents is sent or 
otherwise endorsed by Bank of America.  If you have any questions specifically related to 
this communication, please contact investfunds@baml.com

Disclaimer – Important Information

This marketing communication is issued and approved by CM Investment Solutions 
Limited (“CMISL”). CMISL is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

This communication is not for distribution to the public or a large number of persons, but 
is personal to named recipients. All recipients are (a) persons who have professional 
experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19(1) of the Financial 
Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Order”) or (b) 
high net worth entities, and other persons to whom it may otherwise lawfully be 
communicated, falling within Article 49(1) of the Order (all such persons together being 
referred to as “relevant persons”). This communication must not be acted on or relied on 
by persons who are not relevant persons. Any investment or investment activity to which 
this communication relates is only available to relevant persons and will be engaged in 
only with relevant persons. The U.K. compensation scheme and rules for the protection 
of eligible claimants do not apply to the services provided or products sold by non-U.K. 
regulated affiliates.

Where a service and/or information is provided by way of an electronic medium such as 
a website or email (“e-commerce activity”), the following details are hereby disclosed to 
the recipients of an e-commerce activity provided by CMISL. 

The material in this marketing communication is not investment research or a research 
recommendation as defined by the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority and has 
accordingly not been prepared in accordance with any legal requirements designed to 
promote the independence of investment research nor is it subject to any dealing 
prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. This material 
has been compiled by CMISL and marketing personnel from various sources. To the 
extent that the information in this communication reflects the views of CMISL, this 
information and views expressed are subject to change without notice to you.  Although 
the information set out in this marketing communication is obtained from sources 
believed to be reliable, neither Generali nor CMISL guarantees its accuracy or 
completeness. This information is for discussion purposes and neither the information 
nor any opinions expressed constitutes a solicitation by us for the purchase or sale of any 
securities or other financial instruments. 

The information in this marketing communication does not constitute an offer, 
solicitation or recommendation for the purchase or sale of any securities or other 
financial instruments.  It does not constitute an intention to market any other product, 
including any other investment fund, nor does it constitute advice of any kind, whether in 
relation to legal, compliance, accounting, regulatory matters or otherwise, a personal 
recommendation (as defined by the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority) or otherwise 
or an expression of our view as to whether a particular financial product is suitable or 
appropriate for you and meets your financial or any other objectives. This information is 
not based on the particular circumstances of any named recipient. 

The information herein was obtained from various sources including the investment 
manager of the UCITS Fund. CMISL have not verified this information and do not 
guarantee its accuracy or completeness.  

Any description involving investment process, goals or risk management techniques are 
provided for illustration purposes only, will not apply in all situations, may not be fully 
indicative of any present or future investments and may be changed in the discretion of 
the investment manager.  No representation is made that any strategy’s investment 
process, goals or risk management techniques will or are likely to be achieved or 
successful.

Investors should note that the Fund is authorised to invest up to 100% of its net 
assets in transferable securities and money market instruments issued or guaranteed 
by an EU Member State or its local authorities, by another OECD Member State, or by 
public international organisations in which one or more EU Member States are 
members.

Where the information herein relates to legislative initiatives, it represents a non-
exhaustive summary of CMISL’s  current understanding of the legislation and the 
proposed timeframes as at the date of this publication, which is subject to change 
pending further clarification of the rules through the legislative rule making and 
implementation processes in the relevant jurisdiction.  This information is for your private 
information and is for discussion purposes only. A variety of market factors and 
assumptions may affect this analysis, and this analysis does not reflect all possible loss 
scenarios. Some products may place your capital at risk; yield figures quoted may not 
display all the short and long term prospects for the investment. There is no certainty that 
the parameters and assumptions used in this analysis can be duplicated with actual 
trades. Any historical exchange rates, interest rates or other reference rates or prices 
which appear above are not necessarily indicative of future exchange rates, interest 
rates, or other reference rates or prices. Neither the information, recommendations or 
opinions expressed herein constitutes an offer to buy or sell any securities, futures, 
options, or investment products. Foreign currency denominated investments is subject to 
fluctuations in exchange rates that could have a positive or adverse effect on the 
investor’s return. Unless otherwise stated, any pricing information in this message is 
indicative only, is subject to change and is not an offer to deal. Some investments or 
services may have complex charging structures and the firm may receive more than one 
element of remuneration. Where relevant, the price quoted is exclusive of tax and 
delivery costs. Any reference to the terms of executed transactions should be treated as 
preliminary and subject to our written confirmation. You should discuss with your 
professional legal, accounting or other adviser how it may affect you.

Investment products offered by investment banking affiliates may lose value and are not 
bank guaranteed.

Generali and/or its affiliates may have a position and/or trade for their own accounts as 
odd-lot dealer, market maker, block positioner, specialist, liquidity maker and/or 
arbitrageur in any securities of issuers mentioned herein or in related investments and 
also may from time to time perform investment banking or other services for, or solicit 
investment banking or other business from, any issuer mentioned herein.

This material is not to be distributed to, nor to be read by, retail clients. If the reader of 
this message is not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution, copying, or other use of this transmission is strictly 
prohibited.

SELLING RESTRICTIONS: 

The Fund may only be offered and distributed to investors in accordance with all relevant 
local laws and regulations. The distribution of this presentation and the offering or 
purchase of Shares may be restricted in certain jurisdictions. It is the responsibility of any 
persons in possession of this document and any persons wishing to subscribe for Shares 
to inform themselves of, and to observe, all applicable laws and regulations of any 
relevant jurisdiction. Prospective applicants for the Fund should inform themselves as to 
the legal requirements of so applying, and any applicable exchange control regulations 
and taxes in the countries of their respective citizenship, residence or domicile. The tax 
implications of investing in the Fund will depend on individual financial circumstances 
and the investor’s country of residence. Applications to invest in the Fund must only be 
made on the basis of the Prospectus and subscription documentation. Before any 
subscription, it is recommended that you read carefully the most recent Prospectus and 
review the latest financial reports published by CMISL.
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Merrill Lynch Investment Solutions

Merrill Lynch MLCX Commodity Enhanced Beta Fund

UCITS Luxembourg Fund

France: 

The key investor information document, Prospectus, articles and latest annual and half-
yearly reports are freely available upon request from Société Générale 29, boulevard 
Haussmann, 75009 Paris, the centralising agent of the Company in France. The 
Prospectus, the articles and the latest annual and half-yearly reports are only available in 
English. The information below is for general guidance only and further information is 
available in the Prospectus. 

Luxembourg: 

The Fund is being registered for public distribution in Luxembourg. 
The Fund may be registered for public distribution in other jurisdictions in the future. For 
an up-to-date list of those jurisdictions contact your distributor. 

United States: 

The Shares have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 
1933, as amended (the “1933 Act”), or the securities laws of any of the states of the 
United States. The Shares may not be offered, sold or delivered directly or indirectly in 
the United States or to or for the account or benefit of any U.S. Person except pursuant to 
an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the 
1933 Act and any applicable state laws. The Fund has not been and will not be 
registered in the U.S. 

INVESTMENT RISKS: 

There has not been and will not be a public offering of the Shares in the United States. 

Investment in the Fund carries substantial risk. There can be no assurance that the 
investment objectives of the Fund will be achieved and investment results may vary 
substantially over time. Investment in the Fund is not intended to be a complete 
investment programme for any investor. Investment in the Fund is intended for 
experienced investors who are able to understand and accept the risks involved. 

A prospective investor should appreciate that the value of any investment, and any 
income from any investment, may go down as well as up and that an investor’s capital is 
at risk and the investor may not receive back the amount invested. Past performance is 
not necessarily indicative of future results.
Persons considering investing in the Fund should have regard to, among other matters, 
the considerations described under the heading “RISK FACTORS” in this Prospectus and 
the statements set out under the heading “RISK PROFILE” and “SPECIFIC RISK 
WARNINGS” in the relevant Supplement. 

NOTICE TO INVESTORS IN HONG KONG:

Warning

The contents of this document have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in 
Hong Kong.  You are advised to exercise caution in relation to the offer.  If you are in any 
doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should obtain independent 
professional advice.

This communication has not been registered by the Registrar of Companies in Hong 
Kong. The Sub-Fund is a collective investment scheme as defined in the Securities and 
Futures Ordinance of Hong Kong (the “Ordinance”) but has not been authorised by the 
Securities and Futures Commission pursuant to the Ordinance.  Accordingly, the Shares 
may only be offered or sold in Hong Kong to persons who are “professional investors” as 
defined in the Ordinance and any rules made under the Ordinance or in circumstances 
which are permitted under the Companies (Winding Up and Miscellaneous Provisions) 
Ordinance of Hong Kong and the Ordinance.  In addition, this communication may not be 
issued or possessed for the purposes of issue, whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere, and 
the Shares may not be disposed of to any person unless such person is outside Hong 
Kong, such person is a “professional investor” as defined in the Ordinance and any rules 
made under the Ordinance or as otherwise may be permitted by the Ordinance. 

NOTICE TO INVESTORS IN SINGAPORE: 

This document has not been registered as a prospectus with the Monetary Authority of 
Singapore. Accordingly, this document and any other document or material in connection 
with the offer or sale, or invitation for subscription or purchase, of Shares may not be 
circulated or distributed, nor may Shares be offered or sold, or be made the subject of an 
invitation for subscription or purchase, whether directly or indirectly, to persons in 
Singapore other than (i) to an institutional investor pursuant to Section 304 of the 
Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore (the “SFA”) or (ii) otherwise 
pursuant to, and in accordance with the conditions of, any other applicable provision of 
the SFA.

NOTICE TO INVESTORS IN SWITZERLAND:

Société Générale, Paris, Zweigniederlassung Zürich, is the representative and the paying 
agent for Switzerland. The prospectus and KIIDs, the articles of association, together 
with the annual and semi-annual reports may be obtained free of charge at the 
representative’s offices, 50, Talacker, 8011 Zürich, Switzerland. In respect of the Shares 
distributed in Switzerland, the place of performance and jurisdiction is at the registered 
office of the Representative in Switzerland. Home Jurisdiction of the Sub-Fund: 
Luxembourg.

NOTICE TO INVESTORS IN JERSEY: 

The following selling restriction wording applies when the offer is a “valid offer” under 
either UK or Guernsey financial services law: Consent under the Control of Borrowing 
(Jersey) Order 1958 (the “COBO Order”) has not been obtained for the circulation of this 
document. Accordingly, the offer that is the subject of this document may only be made 
in Jersey where the offer is valid in the United Kingdom or Guernsey and is circulated in 
Jersey only to persons similar to those to whom, and in a manner similar to that in which, 
it is for the time being circulated in the United Kingdom or Guernsey as the case may be. 
The Directors may, but are not obliged to, apply for such consent in the future.

NOTICE TO INVESTORS IN GUERNSEY: 

This communication is only being, and may only be, made available in or from within the 
Bailiwick of Guernsey and the provision of this communication is only being, and may 
only be, made in or from within the Bailiwick of Guernsey:

(i) by persons licensed to do so under the Protection of Investors (Bailiwick of Guernsey) 
Law, 1987 (as amended); or

(ii) to persons licensed under the Protection of Investors (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 
1987 (as amended), the Banking Supervision (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 1994 (as 
amended), the Regulation of Fiduciaries, Administration Businesses and Company 
Directors, etc. (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 2000 (as amended) or the Insurance 
Managers and Insurance Intermediaries (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 2002 (as 
amended).

The Fund referred to in this communication is not available in or from within the Bailiwick 
of Guernsey other than in accordance with the above paragraphs (i) and (ii) and must not 
be relied upon by any person unless made or received in accordance with such 
paragraphs.

NOTICE TO INVESTORS IN THE ISLE OF MAN: 

The Fund is not subject to any form of regulation or approval in the Isle of Man. This 
document has not been registered or approved for distribution in the Isle of Man and 
may only be distributed in or into the Isle of Man by a person permitted under Isle of Man 
law to do so and in accordance with the Isle of Man Collective Investment Schemes Act 
2008 and regulations made thereunder. The participants in the Fund are not protected 
by any statutory compensation scheme. 

© 2019 CM Investment Solutions Limited. All rights reserved.

Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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